
Model Kit

MPC722

• Before assembling model, study diagram carefully. 

• Take time to familiarize yourself with all the parts and their corresponding  
  part numbers. 

• Carefully cut the parts from the plastic tree supports and remove any burrs.

• Do not hurry. Work carefully and patiently. 

• For best results, assemble model exactly in the order indicated.

• This kit is designed for easy snap assembly; however, if you wish to use a 
  cement for a more secure fit, be sure to use only glues or cements compatible  
  with styrene plastic. 

• Apply cement to inside surfaces only. Avoid getting cement on outer  
  surfaces of model sections. 

• Use cement very sparingly and avoid getting cement on hands, so as not  
  to mar or smear plastic surfaces.

• Before proceeding to cement parts together, it is advisable to fit parts  together dry
  (without cement) so that you may familiarize yourself with the parts and how they 
  go together, also noting the points where cement is to be applied.  

• For best results, use only high quality paints designed specifically for plastic  
  model kits.

• The recommended paint for airbrush application is Badger's Freak Flex; another  
  good choice is Testor's Model Master.

• Liquid mask or tape will be helpful in painting detailed areas. 

• Use small brushes for fine details. 

PAINT AND BUILD IN STAGES
Paint individual sub-assemblies, and in some cases, individual parts, before snapping 
or gluing in place. For example, you may wish to assemble right hand and then paint 
that assembly before attaching to right arm. You may also paint the teeth and tongue 
before snapping or gluing them in place. This method of painting and assembling in 
stages will allow easier application of paint and produce more desirable results.
 
PAINT WASH
Consider enhancing fur texture using a wash. A wash is a thinned-down paint mixture 
(usually a color slightly darker than the base color) which is applied liberally with a 
brush. Allow your base color to dry thoroughly before applying a wash. Acrylic paint 
thins nicely with water. The thinned down paint flows into cracks and crevices, creating 
a weathered and shadowed effect. If you apply too much, the excess wash may be 
dabbed off using a paper towel or small, soft cloth. You may need to experiment a bit 
to get the right effect. 

DRY BRUSH
Dry brushing is another method that works well on textured surfaces. Dry brushing can 
be used to create highlights on raised areas. For example, consider using a dry brush 
effect to further help bring out the fur details. Paint used for drybrushing is usually 
slightly lighter than the paint it is going over. For instance, in the case of the brown base 
color for the fur, consider drybrushing a light brown to help pop out the fur detail. To 
dry brush, lightly dip your brush into the paint, and then run it across a paper towel or 
other absorbent surface. This will leave only a small amount of paint on the brush. Very 
lightly brush across the surface of the fur texture. The raised areas will pick up the 
paint, creating a highlight effect that emphasizes the texture. Again, this will take some 
practice to achieve the right effect.
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PA I N T I N G  T I P S GLOSS AND MATTE FINISHES
Contrasting finishes can be used to add additional realistic effects to your model. For 
instance, most of the Werewolf’s painted surfaces should be sprayed with a clear 
dullcoat. This will help seal the paint and also give it a flat finish. However, you may add 
gloss finishes to details to make them more realistic. For instance, brushing a clear 
gloss coat over the Werewolf’s eyes will give them a bit of life-like gleam. You may also 
wish to paint clear gloss on the Werewolf’s teeth and tongue, to give them a more 
realistic “moist” appearance.

CHOOSING COLORS
Suggested colors are shown on page 5 of this instruction sheet. You may also refer to the 
box art for ideas. However, you may wish to do research on wolves and other animals to 
get ideas on coloration and how to handle fur to create a realistic appearance. The kit 
may be left entirely unpainted for maximum glow effect — try displaying your glow kit 
under a black light for a super-cool glow show! You may even desire to paint only 
certain areas of the kit. For example, you may wish to leave the eyes, teeth and 
fingernails in unpainted glow plastic form, while painting other areas of the head. 
Bright colors may be used for a more graphic, pop-art treatment — the only limit is 
your own creativity. The important thing is to have fun!
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G E N E R A L  A S S E M B LY  I N S T R U C T I O N S

round2models.com
for details on our full model kit lineup, articles, announcements and more!

Visit us on the web at

MPC is a registered trademark of Learning Curve Brands, Inc. used under license to Round 2, LLC. 
© 2010 Learning Curve Brands, Inc. All rights reserved. © 2010 Round 2, LLC South Bend, IN 46628 USA. 
Product and packaging designed in the USA. Made in China. All rights reserved.

Professionally built model by E. James Small. www.smallartworks.ca
Monster character illustration by Andrew Jewett. www.andyjewett.com
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38U Upper
fangs

37L Lower
fangs

33 Head front half

65
Retaining bar

34R Head back half

39 Tongue

45RR
Right arm 
rear half

44RF
Right arm 
front half

47LR
Left arm 
rear half

46LF
Left arm 
front half

43 Left 
hand

42
Right 
hand

40
Finger

48 Base
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Werewolf
H A U N T E D  G L O - H E A D

A S S E M B L Y  I N S T R U C T I O N S
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN, read General Assembly Instructions on 
page 6 and Painting Tips on pages 7 and 8 for important 
information before starting assembly.

Your kit is designed to snap together. However, for additional 
strength, the parts may be glued together with plastic cement 
available at your local hobby shop.

This kit features parts molded in 
glow-in-the-dark plastic. Before 
assembling kit, take all parts into 
a darkened room or closet to 
determine which features to paint 
and which to leave with ghoulish 
glow power!

1 A S S E M B L E  H E A D
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Snap upper fangs (#38U) and lower 
fangs (#37L) in place inside head 
front half (#33).

Press retaining bar (#65) in place 
inside head back half (#34R). Press 
tongue (#39) in place on retaining 
bar as shown.

Snap completed head front half to 
completed hed back half.
 

2 A S S E M B L E  H A N D S
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Snap right arm rear half (#45RR) to 
right arm front half (#44RF) making 
sure that pins in arm halves fit into 
slots in base (#48) as shown.

Snap left arm rear half (#47LR) to 
left arm front half (#46LF), again 
making sure that pins in arm halves 
fit into slots in base as shown.

Push finger (#40) in place on right 
hand (#42). Push assembled right 
hand in place on pin on right arm.

Push left hand (#43) in 
place on pin on left arm.

3 F I N A L  A S S E M B LY
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Gently press head in place, making 
sure pin on left side of head fits into 
hole on left hand. The tab that extends 
from right hand tucks into head cavity.

Some paint suggestion are shown 
here. You may also leave the head 
unpainted for maximum glow effect. 
See pages 7 and 8 for painting tips.
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all-plastic snap kit•skill level  1  ages 8 and up•no glue required•paint optional
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